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Birds of Peru is the most complete and authoritative field guide to this diverse, neotropical

landscape. It features every one of Peru's 1,817 bird species and shows the distinct plumages of

each in 307 superb, high-quality color plates. Concise descriptions and color distribution maps are

located opposite the plates, making this book much easier to use in the field than standard

neotropical field guides. This fully revised paperback edition includes twenty-five additional species.

A comprehensive guide to all 1,817 species found in Peru--one fifth of the world's birds--with

subspecies, sexes, age classes, and morphs fully illustrated  Designed especially for field use, with

vivid descriptive information and helpful identification tips opposite color plates  Detailed species

accounts, including a full-color distribution map  Includes 25 additional species not covered in the

first edition  Features 3 entirely new plates and more than 25 additional illustrations
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The new updated paperback version of this book arrived recently and I have had a chance to look it

over in preparation for a trip to Manu this summer. Yes, there are three new plates with 25 new

birds, but other than this, it does not appear that too many other updates (some much needed) have

been made. I did notice changes on several of the range maps and one plate adds an additional

hummingbird illustration (to these authors a subspecies, though Clements and others consider it a

full species). My original hardcover copy is full of notes re: subspecies, reclassifications, etc. and it



looks like most of these notes will have to be transferred to the new paperback, something I was

hoping to avoid.That said, if you are going birding in Peru this book is an absolute must. And it is

great to have it in a slightly lighter (though not as much lighter as you would think) paperback

edition. I give the original effort of the authors five stars. I am giving the revised paperback edition

four stars because I had hoped that more updates would have been made. Any field guide to a

country like Peru is a monumental undertaking, not in the least because the situation is constantly in

flux. I have already read about the discovery of a new barbet species that is not in this updated

edition!UPDATE TO MY REVIEW:I had a chance to do a little more work with this book over the

weekend and I did find a number of taxonomic updates/splits for an additional nine species have

been made, making the book fairly essential even to those serious birders who already have the first

edition.
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